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Theological Education and the Liberal Arts 
Stephen T. Franklin 
Throughout my paper, I discuss theological education both in relation to 
Christianity as a religion and in relation to the liberal紅白.Part One, however, 
focuses on Christianity, while Part Two centers on the liberal arts. The first 
section presents a brief theology of culture. in relation to the liberal arts. The 
second section is organized around the relation of theological education to the 
academic disciplines on the one hand and to the the needs of professional 
ministry on the other. Part Two also discusses the integration of faith and 
learning. In Part Three, which is quite brief, I ask some questions about Tokyo 
Christian University and its role in theological education in Japan and Asia. 
Part One 
Christiani砂andthe Liberal Arts 
In the last two出ousandyears, many thinkers have仕iedto present a clear 
statement of the Christian faith. While different scholars have emphasized 
different aspects of Christianity, nearly al have included at least three central 
doctrines: creation, sin, and redemption. I will organize the first part of my 
paper around these themes. 
Dr. Franklin’s paper was first presented at a faculty workshop on August 29-30, 1991. 
Although its immediate focus is the educational model at Tokyo Christian Universi臥 it
addresses fundamental issues relevant to the broader Christian educational community. 
It is presented here in an efort to stimulate reflection on the relationship between theか
logical education and the liberal arts. Editorial Committee 
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Cγeα:tion 
The doctrine that God is the creator of 
heaven and earth is the Magna Charta of 
Christian liberal arts. God’s creation of al 
things means that al truth is God’s truth; it 
also means that the Christian is free to pursue 
this truth any where and any time. Even more, 
the Christian theologian, to be faithful to the 
doctrine that God is the creator of al things, is 
百1eGolden Triangle of 
Christian Theolo由r
under an obligation to acknowledge truth wherever it may be found. The 
confession that God is the “maker of heaven and earth" implies出attheological 
education must include considerable exposure to the range of scholarship in 
the arts and sciences. Every Christian program of education, and especially 
仕ieologicaleducation, must be founded on this assumption. 
The doctrine of creation is far, far richer than the mere claim that God 
“started up”the world a long time ago. God’s creative activity continues in the 
present, and it will continue in the釦ture.It is helpful to distinguish three distinct 
“aspects”or“moments”within God’s act of creation, regardless of whether we 
are considering God’s creative acts in the past, or his creative acts in the present, 
or even in the future. 
The Christian doctrine of creation 
affirms, first, that God is the origin of al 
that is. Second, every major Christian 
theologian has further a白rmedthat each 
created thing has its own existence and 
its own power to act upon other created 
things. The existence and power of each 
created thing, while totally dependent upon 
God’s divine existence and power, ar~ 
nonetheless numerically distinct from that 
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The Three Moments in 
the Doctrine of Creation 
1. God gives existence and 
power to each creature. (God as 
source.) 
2. Each creature exercises its 
own God-given powers. (The 
creature as autonomous.) 
3. God judges each creature’s 
use of its powers. (God as goal 
and judge of each creature’s 
autonomy.) 
divine existence and powe仁Andthird, each created thing is called to serve and 
to glorify God, and God wil judge each creature on the basis of its obedience 
to that cal. In summary we may say that God cals each creation into existence 
with its own powers, and God cals each creature to exercise to those powers 
in praise, glorification, and service of God. God’s creative cal, therefore, not 
only gives each thing its existence and integrity, it also gives each thing its 
purpose for being. It is the creature’s responsibility to decide how to answer 
God’s cal - how to fu阻1its divinely given purpose. While“personal”agents 
have the greatest latitude in deciding how to answer God’s cal, al creation 
must in some sense respond to the divine word. 
The second point in the doctrine of creation is worth considering in some 
detail. The second point may be called the “secular”moment in Christiani匂7.
That is, each created仕1inghas its own identity and can truly interact with other 
creatures. This secular dimension of the Christian doctrine of creation is one 
(but only one) of the primary causes of the development of physical science in 
Europe. Christian scholars in late medieval Europe drew an important conclu輔
sion form their doctrine of creation: because God created each entity with its 
own integrity and power (this power being dependent on God while remaining 
numerically distinct from him) and because these entities can truly interact, a 
science of “causes between created things" was possible. Thus, when the 
necessary technological and economic advances had occurred, and when the 
Greek heritage of mathematics, logic, and dialectic had been recovered, the 
Christian doctrine of creation resulted in the evolution of modern science out 
of the soil of Christian Europe. 
Several important implications for education flow from the existence of this 
“secular”moment within the Christian doctrine of creation. Christians are free to 
accept the truth about the world that emerges from any source, such as modern 
physics or sociology, even江thatsource makes no religious appeal. Christians 
are also free to engage along with non-Christians in political, educational, legal, 
and health-care professions, as well as brick-laying, auto-mechanics, and other 
trades and professions. We may even say that there is nothing in principle to 
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prevent one from learning philosophy from the pagan Greeks, Muslims, Bud-
dhists, or atheists. Christians should also be taught to delight in exercising their 
own creative powers, whether in music, mathematics, painting, or architecture, 
for these powers訂eboth truly their own any yet also a gift from God. Thus the 
classroom in the Christian school must have its windows open to the vastness 
and diversity of God’s entire creation. Finally, let me stress a point already made: 
of al disciplines, theological education must be true to the Christian doctrine 
of creation. Theological education, however, can be faithful to the doctrine of 
crea仕ononly江itincludes an exposure to and an appreciation for仕ievast range 
of scholarship which displays the variety, integrity, and excitement of God’s 
creativity. Theological education must not be allowed to focus exclusively on 
the technical aspects of Biblical studies and theology. 
The secular moment, however, is neither the宣rstnor last point in the 
Christian doctrine of creation. TI記長rstpoint is that creation begins in God, and 
the出irdpoint is that creation’s end is to serve and glori方God.官ieChristian 
must never be content with purely secular knowledge, for it is radically incom-
plete.官ietruths of modern physics or of ancient Zen art must be related to (and 
tested by) their origin in God and must be made to serve him. At a Christian 
school, even in the case of the obviously secular disciplines such as physics or 
anthropology, it is always appropriate to relate也econtents of these disciplines 
to their divine source and goal. While this need not be a daily endeavor, it surely 
needs to be attempted regularly during the student’s education. Moreover, it is 
important出atthe professor of physics or anthropology be intimately involved 
in the process; otherwise the theological perspectives becomes a mere “add-on” 
and not an essential p訂tof白estudent’s education in physics or anthropology. 
The application to a seminary education is that the theological student must 
study the liberal arts bo出 in出eirsecular autonomy as well as investigate their 
divine source and telos. As I shall argue later in this article, this is necessary江
the student is to engage in professional Bible study or do theology well. 
There are twin dangers at this point which must be avoided. For the student 
majoring in physics, for example, the danger may be to focus on the secular 
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aspects of the discipline, and there may be Ii仕letime or interest in integrating 
physics with the larger Christian context. The physics student fails to see the 
Christian context of his work in physics. For the theological student, in con仕ast,
the danger may be to move too quickly to the theological context of a discipline 
such as physics (or philosophy or literature) and, thus, to ignore the secular 
integriザofthese disciplines. After the theological student has become a pastoζ 
he or she may be incapable of understanding the commitments of some of their 
church members to the secular integrity of their professions, causing an unnec-
essary conflict between clergy and laity in the church.τbus the study of the 
liberal訂tsis important for Christian ministry as well as for the academic study 
of the Bible and theology. 
Sin 
The Christian faith a盟rmsnot only the goodness of creation but also its 
corrup世onin sin. Modern notions of sin often trivialize it by making its some-
thing strictly personal and private. The classical doctrine of sin, in contrast, 
asserts出atsin has corrupted al of God’s creation. 
Sin, if taken in its Biblical seriousness, 
implies that even our capacity for knowledge 
has become distorted.1 There is no uncor嗣
rupted and undistorted knowledge available 
to us. The bleak, ominous shadow of sin is 
particularly unwelcome in the context of 
education and the liberal arts, for it implies 
that we must look skeptically at al human 
百ieGolden Triangle of 
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activity, including the secular sciences as well as philosophy and theology. Our 
creativi匂rin the arts, divine gift that it is, must be cross駒examinedin light of our 
propensity for sin. Most dramatically, the existence of sin prevents us from 
knowing our own identi匂r,from knowing at the deepest level who we are. 
明弓iatare the educational implications of the doctrine of sin? First, al 
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human knowledge, both about ourselves and about our world, is to be held 
tentatively and wi出 someskepticism. Only God can provide certain knowledge. 
Second, it is, therefore, quite impossible to obey fully the Socratic injunction 
“to know thyself，” unless God gives us such knowledge. Disciplines such as 
biology, psychology, sociology, and literature offer the student some degree of 
self knowledge. But in a Christian context, the student should be encouraged to 
view the insights of these disciplines as something less仕iandefinitive. Because 
of our sin, we can establish our deepest identity only when God chooses to 
discfose it to us. Third, even when we turn away from the inner knowledge of 
the self to the external knowledge of the world, the student must never be 
encouraged to assume that the methods or the contents of any discipline are 
beyond criticism. Even the scientific method itself is not above suspicion; and 
the master artist, while appropriately delighting in the divinely given powers of 
creativity, necessarily distorts that creativi匂1.One goal of a Christian liberal arts 
education is to cultivate a wise skepticism towards one’s own achievements, 
whether academic, artistic, scientific, professional, or even religious.2 Fourthly, 
the reality of sin implies that we need some criterion by which to measure our 
achievements. As Christians, we believe that God has provided such a criterion 
in Jesus Christ, who is the truth. 
Redemption 
百ielast of the three main motifs of the Christian religion is redemption. 
The Christian faith holds that God redeemed 
his creation from sin through the incarnation, 
life, death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ. I 
will note five implications of the doctrine of 
redemption for Christian education. 
First, as God’s act of self”revelation, Jes us 
Christ reveals perfect sel血oodto us.τbis per剛
feet se出10odis expressed not only in Christ’s 
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divinity but in his humanity as well. For this reason, Christianity asserts that 
Christ -in his life, death, and resurrection -gives us a model of true human 
selfhood and that he shows us our truest and deepest identity. When we look 
at the life of Christ, we discover the potentiality for growth which God gives 
to us when he creates us; but when we look at his crucifixion, we discover the 
depths of degradation into which sin thrusts us.明Thenwe look as his resur回
rection, we see the goodness of our creation restored to us. Anything that 
biology, psychology, anthropology, or literature claims to teach us about our 
human identity needs therefore a criterion by which it can be evaluated.τ'he 
theme of redemption shows that Jesus Christ is the criterion by which to test 
al claims to self”knowledge. For example, college age students are often 
concerned about their adult identities. Christian teachers in any of the disci-
plines mentioned wil, of course, show the students how their disciplines can 
contribute to self knowledge (the doctrine of creation legitimating such secular 
knowledge). But these teachers wil also express skepticism about any uncon嗣
ditional acceptance of the claims of their disciplines (as required by the doctrine 
of sin). And finaly, such professors wil point to Jesus Christ as the true test by 
which to evaluate al claims to self桐knowledge(the doctrine of redemption 
making Jesus Christ available for this purpose). 
Second, for the Christian, salvation is both already completed in Jesus 
Christ and, at the same time, is yet to be completed. But when God’s redemp-
tion of the world does come to its consummation, it will be totally the result 
of the accomplishments of Jesus Christ. The implications for education are 
enormous. Cultural achievements, even of Christians, are ambiguous. Luther 
said that throughout our lives, we are simultaneously saints and sinners. Since 
redemption is not yet final, the dialectic between creation and sin has not yet 
ended. On the one hand, we are not to despair. Christians, and others to, can 
achieve some success in the sciences and can express a beauty in art that is 
not merely illusion.τ'he reali句rof Christ’s conquest over death and decay proves 
血atsin cannot ultimately destroy the goodness of God’s creation. On the other 
hand, since Christ’s victory over sin, while complete in outline and in principle, 
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is yet to be finished in detail, we must be careful to continue a healthy skepticism 
toward al cultural achievements, especially our own. 
Third, we participate in this redemption only through faith. Salvation is 
always God’s gift and never our own achievement.τ'his means that our cultural 
accomplishments are never the means of redemption. Christians do not engage 
in education in order to bring in the Kingdom of God; that is, Christians must 
not view education -not even education in the Bible -as a means of salvation. 
Particularly in America, students are subtly taught that their achievements in 
medicine, engineering, or science might somehow help God in his efforts to 
redeem creation, or at least help to make the world the kind of place it ought 
to be. Or we teach our students that expressing artistic creativity earns them 
a share in salvation, perhaps even allowing them to share in the experience of 
the divine. This makes education idolatrous.3 
Fourth, what then is the positive role of human culture and education? 
My answer is that for the Christian, the successful ar出actsof culture - law, 
business, medicine, management, art, music, marriage, and science at their 
best - are al parables or expressions of redemption. Let me explain my 
position by comparing it with the position of certain Marxists. Marxist critics 
from Western Europe have argued that Tchaikovsky’s beautiful and harmo-
nious music, which was written under the numbing cruelty of the Czars, is 
merely escapist and therefore utopian. They reason that since the harmony 
of Tchaikovsky’s music did not reflect the economic and social disharmony 
of the objective situation in Russia, and since it did not contribute to the actual 
re柵alignmentof political power, its beauty was misleading, dangerous, and 
inauthentic. While I don’t doubt that for some nineteenth century Russians, 
attending a Tchaikovsky ballet was merely escapist, it is also possible that its 
beauty helped keep alive the hope of God’s redemption, where that redemp-
tion wil include perfect economic and social harmony and beau匂1.One could 
also argue that works such as Tchaikovsky's (or, for example, the landscape 
paintings of Ming dynasty China) provide hints of a salvation already partially 
accomplished and present. And as Christians, we know where that salvation 
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has been accomplished -at the cross and empty tomb of Jesus. To my way of 
thinking, an education in the arts ought to climax in a recognition of Jesus Christ 
as the one towards whom al beauty and harmony ultimately point. 
F江th,God’s redemption in Jesus Christ required the Incarnation. Christian 
salvation is not a purely “spiritual”reality but includes physical presence as well. 
This physical presence is to be found in the historical ministry of Jesus; it is 
“there”in the Iρrd’s supper; it is located in出epreacher’s bodily presence, and 
this physical presence continues in the on-going ministry ofthe ascended Christ. 
Thus Christian education requires the physical presence of the professor -
whether of zoology, art history, or theology. Without the physical presence of 
the Christian professor, no educational system can adequately teach a student 
how to integrate fai白 andlearning, that is, how to integrate the incarnate salva-
ti on of Jesus Christ wi白thatstudent’s academic discipline. Therefore, one of the 
highest priorities of any Christian college, and above al of a theological college, 
ought to be the recruiting and retention of Christian faculty who bring a classical 
understanding of evangelical Christianity and who can embody the integration of 
the Christian faith with their various disciplines. I might further note that God’s 
physical presence in Jesus Christ always expressed itself in social terms. Christ 
had a mother, brothers, and sisters; he drew a band of disciples around him; 
and he considered the Jewish people “his own.”Paul, as well as other Biblical 
authors, tel us that the life of the historical Jesus (which was itself intensely 
social) continues to express itself in the social life of the church. A religious life 
which -apart from catas仕ophiccircumstancesー livesapart from al Christian 
communities may be very spiritual, but it is not the life of the incarnated pres-
ence of God in Christ.官ieincarnation implies that physical presence cannot be 
sustained without participation in the Christian community, which in practical 
terms means participation in a local Christian congregation.百四sa Christian 
college -whether a broad liberal arts college with many majors or a specialized 
theological college - ought to look for faculty who vigorously participate in a 
church, in some particular community of Christian faith. This hold true for 
professors in the secular disciplines such as physics, anthropology, and history 
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as much as it does for professors of theology, Biblical studies, and homiletics. 
Part Two 
Christianity and the Liberal Arts 
Christians would do well both to affirm the liberal arts and yet to retain a 
certain caution about them. In the past, the term“liberal arts”was sometimes 
applied to those disciplines which were appropriate for free men as opposed 
to serfs, slaves, craftsmen, and manual laborers. The study of the liberal arts 
implied sufficient wealth to free a man from the need to work for a living. 
This view of the liberal arts with its prerequisites of wealth and high social 
position stands in contrast to Christianity. Christianity has always fared poorly 
when it was the exclusive possession of the favored classes and when it was 
divorced from the working people of a nation. Is it not, therefore, a contradiction 
to speak of a Christian liberal arts? 
明Thile仕ieeconomic elitism of some versions of the liberal arts cannot be 
defended Christianly, I do believe - and strongly so -that Christians can and 
ought to pursue the liberal arts.τ'heological education especially is incomplete 
without the liberal arts. To help retrieve the legitimate Christian value of the 
liberal arts, I would like to define three terms: discipline, profession, and craft. 
Discipline 
An academic discipline may be 
characterized as follows. First, there 
is a significant body of literature出at
deals with the subject. Second, there 
exist methods [a] for organizing the 
data of the discipline and [b] for doing 
research and thus creating more da回．
These methods, third, must include a 
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Glossary of Terms 
Discipline: A scholarly field which 
produces knowledge. 
Profession: The use of one or more 
academic disciplines to earn a living 
Trade: A way of earning a living 
which does not require the mastery of 
an academic discipline. 
Liberal Arts: The study of a variety of 
academic disciplines along with the 
mastery of one or more of them. 
strong theoretical element that allows one to“understand”or to“explain”that 
data; that is, these methods must be capable of producing knowledge as well as 
skils.ぐIoillustrate this point: the study of surgery will result in the develop-
ment of a number of important skills in the use of equipment, interpersonal 
relations, etc.; but surgery is an academic discipline only when those skils are 
placed within a theoretical context that produces knowledge and can sustain 
research in the field of surgery.) Fourth, every discipline requires a community 
of practitioners who can check on each other and who can evaluate each other’s 
research. And自立h,the discipline must be set in the context of other disciplines, 
either by making use of other disciplines (as astronomy makes use of physics) or 
by other disciplines making use of it (as mathematics is used by physics). 
It is not a part of my definition of a discipline that itbe pursued with regal 
disregard for the need to earn a living. Some disciplines are quite capable of 
producing a living for the practitioner: accounting, business, law, and architec-
ture come easily to mind. But other academic disciplines will not perform this 
function in modern society: for example, the study of Roman literature and 
archaeology. In so far as we attend only to their capacity to produce income, 
we can say neither that classical literature is more truly an academic discipline 
than architecture, nor that architecture is more truly an academic discipline 
than classical literature. 
Pγofession 
An academic discipline -or, in some cases, a set of academic disciplines -
commonly used to earn a living, we will cal a“profession.”A profession, there-
fore, has al the characteristics of any other academic discipline: a significant 
body of literature, its own methodology, ability to conduct research and pro” 
duce knowledge, a community of practitioners, and relations to other academic 
disciplines. In addition, a profession is likely to possess an explicit code of pro縄
fessional ethics, with the capacity to enforce it, in order to regulate the pursuit 
of wealth and to prevent fraud. 4 
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Trade 
In contrast to a profession, a“trade”is a method of earning a living which, 
while o立.enrequiring considerable intelligence and well-honed skils, lacks one 
or more of the characteristics of an academic discipline. Carpentry, Jesus' own 
mode of earning a living, is a trade but not a profession. It lacks an adequate 
出eo向性calbasis for the production of new knowledge and for the maintenance 
of on-going research. When carpentry does acquire these characteristics, it 
becomes a form of engineering or architecture and tends to lose its distinct iden-
tity as carpen仕y.In modern America, education in仕ietrades is quickly moving 
from the old apprenticeship system to the community colleges, especially the 
newer trades associated with modern high-technology. While education for the 
trades can often benefit from the study of various academic disciplines including 
philosophy (this being the thesis of my article，“Philosophy and Career Educa-
ti on”），仕ieycannot themselves be considered academic disciplines. 
Perhaps it is worth noting that many fields, such as accounting, business, 
and law-enforcement, can be pursued either as trades or as professions. And 
such an occupation as law, which is often regarded as a paradigm of a profession, 
can become a trade江alawyer narrows his or her practice to the performance 
of a series of o立剛repeatedtasks. 
Libeγαl Aγts Educαtion: A Definition 
In light of these definitions, I think I can provide a helpful definition of a 
liberal arts education. An education in the liberal arts consists [a] in the study 
of a vari~ty of academic disciplines such that the student has some idea of the 
range of human knowledge [b] combined with the study of a particular disci幽
pline in su血dentdepth that the student has a view of白atdiscipline from the 
standpoint of a practitioner. In a few disciplines, such as elementary education, 
a bachelor’s degree wil qualiかoneas a ful practitioner. In many other cases, 
such as philosophy or law, a bachelor’s degree seldom indicates a mature 
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practitioner; but even in these cases it is important that the student master the 
discipline sufficiently well so that he or she begins to see the discipline through 
the eyes of the practitioner. 
The Disci；争linesin Theological Educα：ti on 
In studying for the Protestant ministry, a student will inevitably encounter 
at least three separate disciplines, and usually many more. They are: Biblical 
Studies, Theology, and Homiletics. Normally the fledgling minister will also 
study in白edisciplines of Church History, Counseling, Missions, and perhaps 
music and administration. Each of these is an academic discipline in the sense 
defined above. Together, they lie at the heart of ministry. Whether we under-
stand ministry as a profession or as a trade, the pastor or missionary cannot 
avoid some contact wi白thesedisciplines. 
Each of these strictly theological disciplines requires the student to gain a 
significant knowledge of other academic disciplines. Biblical studies depends on 
a knowledge of Greek and Hebrew, the study of ancient history and culture, and 
literary criticism. Theology (as a specific discipline within the larger curriculum) 
is the statement of the Christian faith in our contemporary world and culture. 
Some tool is required for analyzing the modern culture at its deepest level. For 
the entire history of Christian thought, this has been the role of philosophy. It is 
impossible to study theology seriously without gaining a thorough background in 
philosophy. Other disciplines may supplement the role of philosophy in analyz-
ing our modern culture. Most commonly, the study of history has provided 
additional insights for the theologian. For some people, literature provides an 
important way of understanding a culture. For other people, anthropology gives 
some insight into the workings of a culture. The point is that one cannot study 
theology without also studying philosophy and perhaps some other disciplines 
as well.官iestudy of homiletics requires not only a background in theology and 
Biblical studies but also in rhetoric and communications theory. The pastoral 
counselor needs some knowledge of psychology, and church administration 
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depends on the standard tools of business administration. 
I might observe that no theological discipline directly requires a knowledge 
of the sciences such as physics, mathematics, or astronomy. Nonetheless the 
sciences and technology dominate the cultural life of Northern Europe, North 
America, Japan, Korea, Australia, Singapore, and other areas. Where the 
sciences do not dominate, governments are working hard to educate their 
populations into scient出cand technological modes of thinking. Because it is 
quite impossible to understand in depth any advanced culture without a deep 
exposure to the sciences, a pastor without a general understanding of the 
methods and contents of the sciences is seriously handicapped in ministering 
in such an advanced socie匂1,
Lastly the discipline of comparative religions has begun to play an ever-
larger role in theological education. In contexts such as Japan, where Christian-
ity is a minority religion, both evangelism and pastoral care presuppose some 
knowledge of non-Christian religions. In traditionally Christian areas, the 
development of our “global village" means that we live in an increasingly 
pluralistic world. Even in Northern Europe, Christianity is only one“religious 
option：’The Christian minister must be able to guide his or her congregation 
in dealing with these other options. 
Theological Education and Christian Ministry 
Students may study theology for a varie句rof reasons. In the United States, 
some students obtain an undergraduate degree in Biblical Studies or Theology, 
and then move to graduate education in law, business, or some other area. 
Other students obtain a theological education in the expectation of engaging 
in ministry. As I understand Tokyo, Christian University, the majority of our 
students in the theological division plan to engage in full-time Christian ministry. 
And while the identi句rof our program in International Christian Studies is stil 
maturing, most of our students in that division also plan to enter some form of 
full-time Christian service. In short, most students at Tokyo Christian University 
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study the Bible and theology in preparation for Christian ministry. 
While ministry, law, and medicine are the classical professions in the 
Protestant countries of Northern Europe and North America, it is also possible 
to treat the ministry as a trade. In Nor th America, there are many Bible 
Institutes and Bible Colleges which train men and women as pastors and 
missionaries. Requiring only a high school education for admission, the goal 
of these institutions is to educate people for three of four years, at which time, 
the students expect to be equipped to begin work as ministers. For these 
institutions, a bachelor’s degree,5 or even a diploma, is a sufficient preparation 
for full-time ministry. 
In a three or four year course of study, there is not enough time to give the 
students both a broad, liberal arts education and also to provide al the necessary 
technical tools for ministry. One can either offer a trade-school program of train同
ing for ministry, or one C剖1offer a liberal arts progr田n.If one offers a liberal arts 
program in theology, the potential minister must complete his or her technical 
education in ministry at a level beyond the bachelor’s degree. 
The I抗争oγtα汎ceof the Libeγαl Aγts offoγTheological Educα：ti onαsαPγofession 
明Thatreasons can be offered in support of a theological education which 
is grounded in the liberal arts and which leads to the practice of ministry as a 
profession and not as a trade? Would not an education oriented to ministry as a 
trade be faster and less expensive? Why should a student opt for the more 
expensive and time幽consumingliberal arts based professional education? 
Before defending professional theological education, let me state that a 
trade model of theological education is a legitimate option. Particularly when 
the church is in need of large numbers of clergy or missionaries, the type of 
education offered by a Bible institute or a Bible college is appropriate. Not 
everyone whom God cals to full-time ministry has either the finances or the 
academic interest to follow the more arduous path of a liberal arts based 
professional education. It must also be admitted that the liberal arts model of 
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theological education has sometimes resulted in students more committed to 
classical history, language-study, or philosophy than to practical ministry; in 
contrast, the Bible institutes and colleges have remained relatively more fixed on 
the practical commitment to evangelism, pastoral care, preaching, and missions. 
Nevertheless, I wil defend the importance of a liberal arts based education 
for professional ministry on five grounds. 
First, one can gain ful compe-
tence in the theological disciplines 
(Bible studies, theology, homiletics, 
etc.) only as one gains competence 
in the allied secular disciplines. As I 
demonstrated previously, the theo・
logical disciplines depend on other 
secular disciplines (Bible studies on 
classical history, theology on philos-
ophy, and homiletics on rhetoric and 
communications-science). To avoid 
studying these allied subjects -and 
血usto avoid the liberal訂ts-results
in the future minister’s inability to 
participate fully in the theological 
disciplines. As a result, while the 
Five Reasons for a Liberal Arts 
Education in Theology 
One: The mastery of the theological disci輔
plines requires the study of other “secular'’ 
disciplines (as Biblical studies requires the 
study of Grek, Hebrew, and ancient history). 
Two: The church needs the help of the liberal 
arts in relating to the many changes in our 
modern cultures 
Three: The minister's efectivenes in evange輔
lism and pastoring can be enhanced by the 
study of the liberal aパs.
Four: A liberal arts based profesional edu-
cation in theology helps to produce ministers 
who are leaders both among other ministers 
and among profesionals in other disciplines. 
Five: The study of the liberal aパshelps pro-
mote that breath of vision in the minister 
which, in a pale way, reflects the wide variety 
of God’s creative activity. 
student may be able to use the results of elementary Biblical or theological 
scholarship, the student seldom has the capacity to participate in creating new 
knowledge in these fields. Moreover, the minister without a background in the 
liberal arts may not be able to understand the more advanced writings in Biblical 
studies or theology and thus not even be able to make use of them in minis仕y.
Second, the good of the Christian church as a whole requires that the theo-
logical disciplines be vigorously pursued, creating new knowledge and achieving 
advances in our understanding. As the sciences develop, as economic change 
accelerates, as technology dominates our ever more urbanized environment, 
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as the emergence of the new religions results in a more pluralistic world, as 
our aesthetic and literary sensibilities change, as our political life continues in 
accelerating flux, as we grow into a“global village，” as our communications-
systems grow faster and more interconnected, and as we live in a rapidly moving 
world, the church desperately needs well-educated ministers and professors 
to reflect on these changes and to guide the church in responding to them. In 
short, in our kind of world, it is essential出atthe theological disciplines flourish, 
both as pursued in the classroom and as refracted through the prism of ministe四
rial experience in the church. This requires a liberal arts, professional education 
for some of our ministers. 
Third, while effective evangelism among non-Christians and effective 
ministry within a congregation are ultimately gifts from the Holy Spirit - and 
thus somewhat independent of any educational system - the liberal arts can 
stil be very helpful to the minister. Normally, effective evangelism and ministry 
are greatly aided by a reflective and intentional understanding of the cultures 
in which the minister is working. It is the task of the liberal arts to promote that 
reflective understanding of culture. 
Fourth, a liberal arts education in theology tends to produce those minis-
ters who are leaders among other ministers and who can interact as peers with 
professionals in other areas such as business, law, medicine, and science. Of 
course, no education can automatically produce leaders. Some people who lack 
any higher education just naturally develop the personal skils which place them 
into highly responsible positions of leadership. And other people who apparently 
have received the best of educations turn out to be “duds”in their professional 
lives. Nonetheless, al other things being equal, a solid liberal arts education in 
theology is likely to aid in the development of ministers who are respected as 
leaders by other ministers as well as by other professionals in fields such as law 
and business. 
F立th,at another (and, to me, the most important) level, I believe it is possi-
ble to justify a liberal arts based professional education on a strictly theological 
basis.官官doctrineof creation teaches us that God is the creator of al things in 
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heaven但1don earth. Nothing that God has made is to be dismissed as trivial or 
unimportant. The ecologist knows that to gain a true picture of the balance of 
nature it is necessary to study the lowly slugs and fungi as well as the magnifi幽
cent eagles and lions. Just so, if we are to honor God through the study of his 
creation (which study, it wil be recalled, is made possible through the second, 
secular moment of the doctrine of creation), then the theological student must 
gain some sense of出ewide variety of God’s creative activity - in short, the 
theological student must pursue the liberal arts as an intrinsic part of his edu幽
cation in theology, as an act of piety. Jesus not only earned a living, but he also 
warned us that we shall not live by bread alone. One central goal of a profes-
sional education in theology is a breadth of vision which, in a very pale way, 
corresponds to and celebrates the extraordinary varie旬ofGod’s creative act. In 
the modern education, it is the distinctive function of the liberal arts to promote 
出atsynoptic vision. 
In Defence of Pγofessional Education 悦 Theology
It may come as a surprise to learn that some scholars look down on any 
practical education in theology. Particularly in the Departments of Religious 
Studies in secular universities, one hears the argument出atthe study of religion 
in preparation for a career in ministry corrupts the serious academic study of 
religion. Such people argue that in a pluralistic society and in a secular world 
only the “neutral”study of religion, apart from any specific religious commit” 
ment, is authentic. In the United States, governmentally funded universities 
allow Departments of Religious Studies only to the extent that they remain 
“purely”academic, avoiding any religious commitment, and any ministerial 
preparation. Thus there is a strong practical reason for professors in these 
universities to promote their neutral and objective form of education in reli-
gious studies as inherently superior. 
I have two response to such criticisms. First, the role of Christian institu-
tions is precisely to provide what the secular universities cannot - that is, to 
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provide education from a Christian perspective and to engage in ministerial 
preparation. If we wish our colleges to continue to attract students and to exist 
in a market economy, we should emphasize the distinctly Christian role of our 
school. The second reason is more strictly theological. The divorce between the 
“pure”knowledge of the non-professional liberal arts and the “impure”activities 
of ministerial education is more appropriate to ancient Greek culture which 
sharply distinguished between the life of the mind and the life of embodied 
social existence than it is to Christianity which asserts that God himself took 
on genuine flesh and genuine social involvement. Furthermore, even God 
thought it necessary to get a job (as a car下enter)when be became incarnate in 
our humani匂＇・IfGod is not afraid to earn a living, why should we Christians look 
down on it? (As an aside comment: the earliest Christian monks were required 
to farm and work manually despite their cultural environment which considered 
such activities as low-case, whereas it is norトChristianmonastics -for example, 
the Buddhists - who are forbidden to engage in those forms of manual labor 
which can be conceived as producing an income for the monastery, such Buι 
dhist monasteries surviving on donations alone.) 
The Integγα：tion of Fiαithαηd Leαγ的汎EiηChγis tiαn HigheγEducαti on 
To conclude Part Two, I would like to offer some comments about the 
integration of faith and learning. While these comments would apply to any 
Christian university, they apply especially to a theological college with a liberal 
arts curriculum. 
τbere are many levels of integrating faith and learning. A Christian profes-
sor may try to be more humane in relations with students. The professor may 
take an appropriate moment to point a student to Jesus christ. Or a Christian 
commitment may incline a professor towards a greater concern with the social 
implications of his or her discipline. All these are desirable and represent impor耐
tant dimensions of the integration of faith and learning. None of these activities, 
however, particularly requires or even benefits from the professor’s working 
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within the context of a Christian university. 
Is there a dimension of白eintegration of f厄thand learning which is the 
special province of the Christian university? I think there is. It should be noted 
first that Christianiザisnot in its essence, an academic enterprise. It is the proc制
lamation of salvation through faith in Christ. In proclaiming Christ, however, 
the Christian church has produced an extraordinary variety of cultural ar世acts:
church music and architecture, dramas and novels, ethical reforms, and mis” 
sionary societies. Among these artifacts are several academic disciplines, in 
the sense defined previously. And precisely because Christianity proclaims, 
throughout the entire world, God’s salvation as recorded in scripture, it follows 
that the most central academic disciplines for Christianity are Biblical studies, 
theology, and homiletics. In a secular classroom, one can do many things with 
religion in general and wi出 Christianityin particular; secular disciplines can use 
their own methods to examine religion. As a result, even secular universities 
routinely offer courses in the psychology or sociology or religion, in the Bible as 
literature, in the history of church music, and even in comparative religion. What 
secular colleges and universities can not do is to engage in the study of the Bible 
as the Word of God (as opposed to its study as a document of ancient literature) 
or engage in the theological expression of the faith for the modern world (as 
opposed to merely studying Christianity as an historical fact). 
In relation to the integration of faith and learning, therefore, the distinctive 
role of the Christian university is two-fold. First to offer academic courses in 
Biblical studies (as the study of God’s word), in theology (as the statement of 
the Christian faith in and for the contemporary world), and in homiletics (as 
the oral proclamation of the Word of God in human words). Second, to encou子
age出efaculty in al disciplines to explore, with their students, the relation of 
the content and methods of their disciplines (physics, philosophy, literature, etc.) 
to the content and methods of the disciplines of Biblical studies and theology. 
τ'his distinctive role of the Christian college should supplement, and not 
eliminate, the other dimensions of the relation of faith and learning which were 
mentioned earlier. And most of al, this academic role must not be allowed to 
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stand in the place of a personal commitment to Jesus Christ as lord and sa吋or;
ra仕ierit is to supplement and build upon such a personal faith. 
Part Three 
Some Questions for the Faculty of Tokyo Christian University 
One. Tokyo Christian University is the only evangelical university accreι 
ited by the government of Japan. And certainly it is the only accredited 
evangelical university devoted to the theological education and international 
Christian education.羽市atis the role of a government聞accreditedbachelor’s 
degree in theology: to represent education for ministry as a trade or to repr仔
sent ministry as a profession? If we do not offer a liberal arts based, professional 
education in evangelical theology, who will do so in Japan? Who else can do so? 
Two.＂弓iatis the role of our graduate education at Tokyo Christian Insti-
tute? What is the relation of the seminary to other seminaries in Japan? 
Three. To what extent do we wish to recruit additional students from over掴
seas - from Thailand, Singapore, Australia, Hawaii, Vietnam, China, etc.? If 
we do recruit such students, such students would benefit the Department of 
官ieologicalStudies just as much as they would bene長t出eDepartment of Inter” 
national Christian Studies. Surely in our modern age, no nation or group can 
understand their own culture except in relation to other peoples and cultures 
which God has also created. Thus a liberal arts based theological education 
could only be enhanced, at its very core, by the presence of people represent幽
ing the fullness of God’s creation and the width of his vision for redemption. 
1 During the Reformation, John Calvin observed the human propensity to fashion idols. 
Our minds are factories for making idols. This is a direct result of sin as it has corrupt-
ed our capacity for knowledge. While we were created to honor and worship God, we 
honor and worship creatures in place of God. This allows us toavoid the demand of 
the living God upon us. 
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2 Perhaps we should be especiαly skeptical of our religious achievements. Scriptures 
argues出atsalvation is God’s gift from beginning to end, lest we should be tempted to 
boast in ourselves and not in God our savior. 
3 The tendency to make education into a means of salvation is hardly limited to Christian-
ity. The role of “gnosis”in many of the religions of the ancient Hellenistic and Roman 
worlds is well known. One might also point to the role of“jnana”in Hinduism, or the 
role of education in Confucianism. 
The stress on education as a mode of salvation in American Protestant circles, 
however, may be traced to the post-millennialism of eighteenth century America. Post-
millennialism taught出atthe spread of Christian civilization around the world would 
lead to the return of Christ. On this basis, early American missionaries emphasized the 
three “C's" - Christianity, Commerce, and Civilization. All three were important in 
preparing the world for the return of Christ. 
4 The word “professional”can be used in a variety of inconsistent ways. Recently I 
received advertisements from two American seminaries. One seminary took the 
position出atthey would never become a “professional”school, by which they meant 
that they would emphasize the education of clergy for pastoral ministry rather than 
creating research-oriented doctoral programs in biblical studies or theology. The other 
seminary advertised, in equally strong terms, that出eywould always remain a "profes-
sional”school, by which they meant that they educated people for the practice or 
profession of minis仕yrather than producing research scholars. These two seminar s 
had virtually identical commitments, one calling that commitment “a non-professional 
orientation，”the other calling that same commitment“a professional orientation.” 
I wish to alert the reader to the many variations in the use of the term“professional’： 
My paper wil have to be understood in the light of the specific definition of “prof es-
sional”offered in the main text. 
5 Perhaps it should be noted that I am referring to the baccalaureate as it is offered in 
United States and Japan. The term，“bachelor’s degree，”has a slightly different mearト
ing in Great Britain, and it has a very different meaning in France, Italy, Spain, and 
Latin America. 
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